Effective Area WG

- Working on papers
  - Ishida et al.: Suzaku, XMM, Chandra
  - Smith & Marshall: XMM, Chandra
  - Other working groups: clusters, 1E0102, Crab

- Planning new observations
    - add Swift
  - other sources, some simultaneous
    - RXJ 1856: Chandra, Suzaku, XMM
    - 1E0102
    - Crab: Suzaku, MAXI
  - NuSTAR in-flight cal with Swift BAT, IBIS: G21.5-0.9?, others?

- Putting it all together
  - Draw a line at some specific stage of calibration, publish
  - Smooth blazar, cluster spectra

- High energy
  - Fermi-LAT and AGILE/GRID cross-cal pilot project now exists using pulsars: Maura Pilia, Ozlem Celik
  - Integral SPI, JEM-X, IBIS; Swift BAT; MAXI GSC; and Suzaku GSO, PIN: working on Crab

- TeV joint observations: HESS, Veritas, MAGIC